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Inside
Exodus of teachers from SA
not slowing down, data show

SA is losing thousands of teachers annually, and
most of them are headed to the UK. Teachers
battling to get by in SA are opting to relocate to
the UK, Australia, Canada and other countries
where they can earn better salaries, save money or
make enough to pay off their debts, according to
data released by the Code4SA Data Journalism
Academy. Page 2

Union wants Metrorail boss to go
THE South African Transport and Allied Workers
Union has called for the Metrorail regional
manager in the Western Cape to be removed from
office, saying he is incompetent. Page 3

Obama calls for change in Cuba
US President Barack Obama leaned on Cuba to
improve its human rights record and welcome US
businesses, delivering a televised speech from the
Great Theatre of Havana. Page 4

Santam targets emerging markets
SHORT-term insurer Santam says its mediumterm strategy is to expand into Asia and the rest
of Africa through its partnership with Sanlam
Emerging Markets. Page 9

Naspers warns on tough economy
NASPERS, Africa s largest company by market
value, says fiscal full-year profit growth will be
held back by depressed sub-Saharan economies
and weaker local currencies. Page 11

Wescoal shares surge on outlook
WESCOAL s shares rose 21% yesterday to a fivemonth high of 127c, after saying earnings and
headline earnings per share for the year to March
would increase about 50%. Page 11

Petrobras reports record loss
BRAZILIAN oil group Petrobras reported a record
loss on Monday, underlining the toll that a deep
political crisis, in which it plays a starring role, is
taking on the Latin American giant. Page 12

Starwood takeover battle rages
AS MARRIOTT International tries to lock down
its purchase of Starwood Hotels & Resorts
Worldwide with a sweetened bid, China s Anbang
Insurance remains a potential spoiler. Page 12

Valeant director refuses to quit
VALEANT Pharmaceuticals International has
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Bank indicator shows economy stuck in doldrums
NTSAKISI MASWANGANYI
Economics Writer

A KEY Reserve Bank index out yesterday
confirmed what many economists had
already warned that SA s economic growth
prospects this year are dim.
The highly regarded leading indicator fell
slightly but has remained at a level that
shows a stagnating economy.
It is composite and forward looking, so
offers pointers to the economy s performance for the next six months.
The indicator declined 0.6% to 92.2

points in January from 92.8 in December last
year. But compared to a year ago, it
deteriorated 4% after a 3.8% year-on-year
contraction in December.
A slowdown in commodity prices and
building plans was mainly responsible for the
contraction.
This rate of decline points to economic
weakness and deterioration in new residential mortgage lending in the near term, FNB
household and property sector strategist
John Loos said.
The Reserve Bank last week again revised
down its economic growth forecast for this

year to 0.8% from 0.9%, while the Treasury
last month cut its projection to 0.9% from
1.7%. The economy grew 1.3% last year.
Anaemic growth means lower investments and job creation suffers as a
consequence.
On a monthly basis, six of the 10 economic
indicators used to compile the index
decreased; one remained unchanged; and
three increased.
Job advertisements were also in the negative and expected to remain so for most of
this year. Jobs were expected to stay negative
over much of this year as a result of four years

of economic slowdown, Mr Loos said.
The largest positive contribution was
from an acceleration in the six-month
smoothed growth rate in the real M1 money
supply, followed by an acceleration in the 12month percentage change in the number of
new passenger vehicles sold.
Slow economic growth has been flagged
as a risk to SA s sovereign credit rating. Last
week Moody s was in SA to assess plans for
the economy. A downgrade by Moody s will
bring its rating in line with that of Fitch and
Standard & Poor s a notch above junk.

Travel and leisure stocks hit as planes and trains are halted
EUROPEAN shares fell yesterday
with travel and leisure stocks
leading the market lower after coordinated attacks at Brussels
airport and in the city s metro
system killed at least 35 people and
injured more than 230, deepening
a sense of crisis across the
continent.
A suicide bomber blew himself
up at the airport and a further blast
tore through a rush-hour metro
train station a short distance from
the European Union s headquarters.
Geopolitical
risk,
including acts of terrorism which
directly affect trade or movement,
remains a significant risk factor to
monitor, said Lorne Baring, MD
of B Capital Wealth Management
in Geneva.
In a period where there is suboptimal growth both in Europe
and globally, combined with equity
valuations that are no longer
cheap, there exists an environment which is susceptible to
shocks that can act as a trigger for
falls in asset prices.
The STOXX Europe 600 Travel
and Leisure index fell 2.1%, the top
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Brussels terror attack
weighs on markets
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